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A little bit outside of the city centre
you'll find this large and abstract work
by Ozon. Ozon is a Rotterdam based
street artist whose work can be found
all around the world. Located on a
large wall, this piece is difficult to miss
when walking down the Heer
Bokelweg.
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Close to central station you'll find a
large work at the Diergaardesingel.
The work consists of two canvases, so
to say, and is completely done in red
colours. The artist is Onesto, a
Brazilian street artist. He leaves his
mark all around the world and luckily
didn't skip Rotterdam during his
travels.
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Here at the Ketelaarstraat you'll
find a piece by Bier & Brood - a
Rotterdam based art duo. This work is
called 'The lab' and covers
approximately 100 meters of wall. The
high contrasted, black and white
mural is a typical Bier & Brood
artwork. When you come across
another work of this street art duo
you will immediately recognize it.

Here in the Gouvernestraat you
can find a great piece by Lastplak.
Lastplak is a group of around 9
painters who cheer up the streets
across the Netherlands. However,
their homebase is Rotterdam so
besides this piece it's likely you'll
come across more street art by
Lastplak when walking around
Rotterdam!
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When walking down the Witte
de With, you'll find some nice street art
on the corner at the Boomgaardstraat.
This bird themed piece is called 'Love
birds' and is made by Melikepainting.
Fun fact; the artist used this work to
propose to his girlfriend at the time.
They're now husband and wife! And if
you like this work we recommend you
visit the Melikepainting gallery at the
Schuttersweg.
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In the Hoornbrekerstraat you'll find
a large piece called 'Tropical thunder'
by Nasbami. The work covers a 140
square meter wall with 8 abstracted,
everyday objects. The street artist has
used pastel colours which makes the
work look quite feminine and 'cute',
in contrast to most street art. Tip:
when walking down this street you
can find some nice street art in side
streets as well!
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In the Eendrachtsstraat you can
find a very nice piece by Telmo Miel, a
street art duo. This work is called
'Don't say nothing' and portrays a kid
with a cardboard box on her head.
The work represents modern day kids,
shutting themselves off from the
outside world. And if you walk a bit
further, you can also find another
work by Bier & Brood!

For more information on street art
please visit our website or download
the app.
rdamstreetartguide.wordpress.com

